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Abstract. We provide an overview of the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) AO program, with an emphasis upon
the progress made since the first AO4ELT conference held in 2009.

1 Introduction

The first light facility AO system for TMT is the Narrow Field Infra-Red AO System (NFIRAOS),
which will provide diffraction-limited performance in the J, H, and K bands over 18-30 arc sec diame-
ter fields with 50% sky coverage at the galactic pole. This is accomplished with order 60x60 wavefront
sensing and correction, two deformable mirrors conjugate to ranges of 0 and 11.2 km, 6 sodium laser
guide stars in an asterism with a diameter of 70 arc sec, and three low order (tip/tilt or tip/tilt focus),
infra-red natural guide star (NGS) wavefront sensors deployable within a 2 arc minute diameter patrol
field. The first light LGS asterism is generated by the Laser Guide Star Facility (LGSF), which initially
incorporates 6 20-25W class laser systems mounted to the telescope elevation journal, a mirror-based
beam transfer optics system, and a 0.4m diameter laser launch telescope located behind the TMT
secondary mirror.

Significant progress has been made in developing the first-light AO architecture since 2009. This
includes the adoption of a new NFIRAOS opto-mechanical design consisting of two off-axis parabola
(OAP) relays in series, which eliminates field distortion and also significantly simplifies the designs of
the LGS wavefront sensors, optical source simulators, and turbulence generator subsystem. The design
of the LGSF has also been iterated, and has been simplified by the relocation of the (smaller, gravity
invarient) laser systems to the telescope elevation journal.

Protoyping activities continue for laser systems, wavefront sensing detectors, and deformable mir-
rors; work on the associated detector and deformable mirrorelectronics has also been initiated. AO
performance estimates and error budgets have been further detailed. Some of the modeling topics
which have received particular attention include turbulence (Cn2) profile estimation from LGS WFS
measurements, sodium layer range tracking, PSF reconstruction for multi-conjugate AO, LGS fratri-
cide, astrometry at the galactic center, and further optimization of sky coverage and the peformance of
the tip/tilt and low-order NGS mode control loops. Finally, experiments and field tests continue at the
University of British Columbia LIDAR facility to measure the spatial and temporal variability of the
sodium layer, and to characterize the sodium coupling efficiency of candidate laser systems for TMT.
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Future plans for additional AO capabilities include a multi-object AO (MOAO) system for multi-
object integral field unit spectroscopy, extreme AO (ExAO) for high contrast imaging, a mid infra-red
AO (MIRAO) system to support science instruments in the 4-25micron range, and a ground-layer AO
(GLAO) system for wide-field spectroscopy. A NFIRAOS upgrade to a higher-order system providing
reduced wavefront error (133 vs. 187 nm RMS) is also planned.

2 First light AO requirements

The principal top-level requirements for the TMT first-light AO system have been discussed previously
[1] and have remained unchanged since the last AO4ELT conference. They are summarized in Table 1
below. Diffraction-limited image quality in the near IR, with high sky coverage and a corrected field-
of-view significantly larger than the anisoplanatic patch size, enables a wide range of observations
described in the TMT Science Case [2]. Taken as a whole, achieving this set of requirements will
represent a significant improvement beyond the best performance currently achieved with laser guide
star (LGS) adaptive optics on existing 8-10 meter class telescopes.

Table 1.First light AO top-level requirements

Optical throughput 85% in J, H, K, and I bands
Thermal emission 15% of ambient sky and telescope
RMS wavefront error 187 nm RMS on axis; 191 nm RMS on 17” FoV
Sky coverage 50% for Galactic pole guidestar densities
Photometric accuracy 2% over 30” atλ = 1µm for a 10’ exposure
Astrometric accuracy 50µm over 30” in H band for a 100” exposure
Output ports 3 ports, f/15 with a 2’ FoV

Available at first light with low risk and acceptable cost

The requirements listed in Table 1 already determine many ofthe basic design choices for the TMT
first light AO system, including:

– A cooled (-30C) optical systemfor low thermal emission, with a strong effort made to minimize
the number of surfaces;

– High order (60× 60) wavefront compensation at a high update rate (800 Hz)for the required
wavefront quality;

– Multi-conjugate AO (MCAO) with 6 guide stars and two deformable mirrors for the required
field-of-view and astrometric/photometric accuracy;

– LGS AO for sky coverage; and
– Tip/tilt and tip /tilt /focus natural guide star (NGS) wavefront sensing in the nearIR with a 2

arc min patrol field , also for sky coverage.

3 Derived architecture and technology choices

Fig. 1 illustrates the TMT AO system architecture derived from the above requirements. It includes two
principle hardware subsystems: The Laser Guide Star Facility (LGSF) and the Narrow Field Infra-Red
AO System (NFIRAOS).1

NFIRAOS is mounted on the telescope nasmyth platform, and provides output ports for three
science instruments. Multi-conjugate wavefront correction is implemented using a pair of piezostack
deformable mirrors (DMs), which have been selected as the most technically mature option for the
required order of correction with a pupil diameter suitablefor a 2 arc minute diameter field. Tip/tilt

1 It additionally includes the AO Executive Software (AOESW) System, not illustrated in the figure.
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corrections are applied using a tip/tilt stage, which serves as the mount for the ground-conjugate de-
formable mirror. This design choice reduces the number of optical surfaces, which is reduced further
by performing field derotation via rotation bearings at eachinstrument interface. Further information
on the design of NFIRAOS and the status of AO component development is given in sections 4.1 and
5 below, and in a related paper at this conference [3].
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Fig. 1.First light AO system architecture for TMT

The LGSF projects 6 sodium LGS in the NFIRAOS asterism, and can also be configured to gener-
ate 3 other asterisms for future TMT AO systems. The laser beams are projected from a 0.4m launch
telescope located behind the TMT secondary mirror; the so-called “center launch” configuration re-
duces the magnitude of the LGS elongation and consequently the number of pixels needed in the LGS
wavefront sensor (WFS) detectors. The LGSF employs solid-state laser technology to generate the six
sodium laser guide stars; both sum-frequency Nd:YAG and frequency-doubled Raman fiber laser sys-
tems are considered practical design options. 20W of laser power per guide star is required to obtain a
sufficient wavefront sensor (WFS) signal level for satisfactory performance.

The lasers themselves are mounted on the telescope elevation journal. This shortens and simplifies
the beam path to the laser launch telescope, but requires lasers which are relatively compact, low-
maintenance, and operable in a variable gravity orientation. This is feasible thanks to recent advances
in demonstrated laser systems. Finally, the beam transportsystem is implemented using mirrors instead
of optical fibers, given the length of the path and the power level of 20 Watts per beam.

4 Subsystem design tradeoffs and recent progress

4.1 Narrow Field IR AO System (NFIRAOS)

The NFIRAOS optical design and opto-mechanical implementation have been significantly revised
since the first AO4ELT conference in 2009. The original concept placed both deformable mirrors in a
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single off-axis parabola (OAP) relay, resulting in a significant amount (0.7%) of field distortion in the
output focal plane. We belatedly realized that this level ofdistortion is unacceptable for observations
involving either multi-object spectroscopy or high precision astrometry, since the distortion pattern
rotates on the sky as the telescope elevation angle changes.

The new optical design concept, Fig. 2a, employs pair of OAP relays whose individual distortion
contributions cancel to a few thousandths of one per cent. The footprint of the new design has conse-
quently increased, but still fits within the specified envelope on the TMT nasmyth platform (Fig. 2b).
The iteration of the overall design has also led to number of significant simplifications and improv-
ments, including:

– The dual OAP relay design form has simplified the design of theLGS WFS optical path and
improved performance, as the aberrations associated with observing a guide star at finite range
through the back-to-back relays largely cancel.

– The design of the LGS source simulator optics has been similarly simplified.
– There is now room to include a phase screen turbulence simulator in the system.
– The original large optical bench has been replaced by a stiffer space frame support system, so that

the lowest resonant frequency of the system has not decreased in spite of the increased size.
– A new approach to thermal insulation using a buried cold plate has eliminated the need for spe-

cialized materials and reduced cost.
– A review of requirements has also led to additional simplifications in the acquisition sensor (smaller

FoV), the NGS “truth” WFS used to detect aberrations caused byvariations in the sodium layer
profile, and the instrument selection fold mirror (now one-axis instead of two).

Figure 3 is a simplified schematic block diagram of NFIRAOS highlighting these design improve-
ments.
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Fig. 2.Revised NFIRAOS optical design and opto-mechanical layout

4.2 Laser Guide Star Facility (LGSF)

The LGSF has also been the subject of several trade studies and one significant design modification
since 2009. At that time, the original design located the guidestar laser systems in a large enclosure
within the telescope azimuth structure. This configurationprovided a fixed gravity orientation for the
lasers and a clean room environment for alignment and maintenance activities, as was expected to be
necessary at the time. Unfortunately, this design requireda long and complex beam path from the laser
location to the launch telescope, including the need to transfer the beams from the azimuth structure to
the elevation structure in a way which did not constrain the placement or use of science instruments.
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Fig. 3.NFIRAOS simplified block diagram

The rationale for this cumbersome approach has now been eliminated by recent progress in laser
development [4]. New designs and prototype systems are sufficiently compact and robust to be mounted
on the telescope elevation journal, providing a significantsimplification to the beam transfer optical
path. Figure 4 illustrates how up to 8 20W lasers and their associated electronics could be mounted in
this location at TMT. No clean room enclosure is required, asmaintenace is performed remotely on
enclosed modules.
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Fig. 4. Laser systems (red) mounted on the telescope elevation journal

In addition to revising the laser system location, TMT also performed a throrough trade study to
compare our original “center-launch” configuration against the “side launch” approach selected by
ESO and other observatories [5,6]. The range of factors considered included:
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– The wavefront reconstruction error due to noise for fixed laser power as a function of the LGS
asterism geometry and guidestar elongation characteristics of the two options. We were surprised
that performance was very comparable for the two approaches, with an advantage of about 20 nm
RMS (in quadrature) for side-launch;

– The wavefront reconstruction error due to the background noise of “laser fratricide” with the
center-launch approach. Our best estimate of the error is nomore than 10 nm RMS at a zenith
angle of 45 degrees, provided that the fratride pattern is sufficiently stable to be calibrated to an
accuracy of 20 per cent [7].2;

– The cost of multiple launch telescopes (for side launch) vs.a single more sophisticated launch
telescope and a significantly longer beam transfer optical path (for center launch);

– The relative complexity of packaging launch telescopes within the M1 mirror assembly vs. the
telescope top end; and finally,

– The WFS cost/complexity impacts of increased LGS elongation, a factor oftwo larger detector
array, and finally an elongation pattern which rotates with telescope elevation angle (side launch).

In the end, we have retained the center-launch approach in our updated LGSF architecture. The in-
creased cost and technical risk of the LGS WFS for the side-launch configuration was the deciding
factor in an otherwise fairly close comparision between thetwo options.

5 AO component development

Table 2 summarizes the key top-level requirements for the principal components of the first-light
AO systems. Design and prototyping progress on some of thesecomponents since the last AO4ELT
meeting in 2009 is outlined in the following subsections.

Table 2.First light AO component requirements summary

Deformable mirrors 63× 63 and 76× 76 actuators with 5 mm spacing
10µm stroke and 5% hysteresis at -30C

Tip/tilt stage 500µrad stroke with 0.05µrad noise
80 Hz bandwidth

NGS WFS detector 240× 240 pixels
0.8 quantum efficiency,˜1 electron noise at 10-800 Hz

LGS WFS detectors 60× 60 subapertures with 6× 6 to 6× 15 pixels each
0.9 quantum efficiency,˜3 electrons at 800 Hz

IR OIWFS detectors 1024× 1024 pixels,with subarray readout on˜8× 8 pixel windows
0.6 quantum efficiency,˜3 electrons at 10-200 Hz frame rates

Sodium guidestar lasers 25W (20W with backpumping),M2
≤ 1.17

Coupling efficiency of 130 photons-m2/s/W/atom
Real time controller Solve 35 k× 7 k reconstruction problem at 800 Hz

5.1 Deformable mirrors

CILAS is now progressing with the final design of the NFIRAOS order 63× 63 and 76× 76 DMs. An
order 6× 60 prototype is also under development, which will be testedduring the first half of 2012 to
validate several important aspects of the DM design and the manufacturing processes. These include
the qualification of a new supplier for the piezo material, experimental verification of FEA models for
variations in mirror figure between 20C and -30C, confirmation of the stability of the mirror “shape at
rest,” and accelerated lifetime testing of the actuators and their electrical contacts.

HIA has also developed a reference design of high-voltage drive electronics for the CILAS DMs
and successfully tested a 32 channel prototype board. The order 6× 60 prototype will be delivered to
HIA in the second half of 2012 for integrated testing of the mirror with these drive electronics.

2 Of course, fratricide is not an issue for the case of a pulsed laser.
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5.2 NGS and LGS wavefront sensor detectors

MIT Lincoln Laboratory has completed wafer fabrication, dicing, front-side processing, and packag-
ing of the 1-quadrant polar coordinate CCD array prototype for the NFIRAOS LGS wavefront sensors
(see Fig. 5). The devices produced in this wafer run have demonstrated good yield, correct functional
operation, 3-3.5 noise electronics at the operational pixel read rate, and the expected charge-diffusion
OTF between pixels. Lincoln Laboratory is now thinning and packaging several additional polar coor-
dinate CCDs for back-illuminated quantum efficiency measurements during 2012. Several 256× 256
devices, intended for use in the NFIRAOS NGS WFS cameras, willalso be processed and packaged
for testing. Finally, a conceptual design study of the readout electronics for both detectors has been
completed at Keck Observatory.

CCID-74 

(2562) 

CCID-61 Polar 

Coordinate 

Detector 

Prototype 

Fig. 5.Finished CCD wafer (left) and packaged polar coordate prototype device (right) at MIT Lincoln Laboratory

5.3 IR on-instrument WFS detectors

The Teledyne H2RG detector has been selected for use in the on-instrument WFS (OIWFS) cameras
for the NFIRAOS science instruments. The detector satisfiesthe TMT requirements for the number of
pixels, quantum efficiency in J and H bands, and detector read noise on small subarrays at frame rates
of 10 to 200 Hz.

5.4 Guidestar lasers

The Technical Institute of Physics and Chemistry (TIPC) hasdeveloped a prototype solid state Nd:YAG
laser system for the TMT LGSF. The laser satisfies the fundamental requirements for mass, dimen-
sions, laser power, and beam quality, and was successfully tested on the sky in early 2011 (see Fig. 6).
A new prototype, now under development, will include “repumping” of the sodium D2b line to in-
crease the laser’s sodium coupling efficiency and the guidestar photon return. Atomic physics model-
ing indicates that the laser pulse format will meet the TMT requirement for coupling efficiency when
this feature is implemented [8]. The new prototype will alsobe tested on the sky during the Summer of
2012 at the University of British Columbia LIDAR facility toconfirm these performance predictions.

6 Modeling and system performance analysis

Some of the modeling and analysis topics which have receivedparticular attention since the first
AO4ELT meeting in 2009 include:
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Fig. 6. TIPC prototype guidestar laser (left) and on-sky tests in China (right)

– The LGS fratricide and elongation issues associated with the side-launch vs. center-launch trade
study for the LGSF [7];

– evaluation and optimzation of NFIRAOS sky coverage [9];
– sodium coupling efficiency for the candidate guidestar laser systems [8];
– atmosphericC2

n(h) profile estimation using LGS WFS telemetry and a SLODAR algorithm [10];
– “minimual variance split tomography,” a computationally efficient implementation of a minimal

variance estimator for optimally blending the LGS and low-order NGS WFS measurements [11];
– Kalman filtering for improved error rejection of the low-order wavefront error modes, specifically

vibration suppression [12];
– the impact of transient meteor trails on LGS WFS performance [13];
– PSF reconstruction [14].

Further information on these topics is summarized in the references given above including other papers
at this conference.

The top-level NFIRAOS wavefront error budget has remained stable during the course of these
various studies, as summarized below:

– Total on-axis wavefront error: 187 nm RMS
– Higher order (LGS mode) error: 157 nm RMS
• First-order turbulence compensation: 126 nm RMS
• Opto-mechanical implementation errors: 75 nm RMS
• AO component errors and higher-order effects: 56 nm RMS

– Tip/tilt and plate scale (NGS mode) error: 52 nm RMS
– Contingency: 88 nm RMS

AO modeling activities have also benefited significantly from porting the MAOS simulation code
to GPU processors, which can now simulate the NFIRAOS AO control loop with a 100:1 ratio between
wallclock time and NFIRAOS time [15]. 100 seconds of NFIRAOStime can be simulated in less than
3 hours, for example. This level of efficiency enables extensive studies of sky coverage and low-
bandwidth background processes that would not be otherwisepossible. For example, Fig. 7 illustrates
the sky coverage achieved by NFIRAOS over the full sky under median atmospheric conditions, as a
function of galactic latitude and longitude.

7 Future AO systems and upgrades

A full range of additional AO systems and upgrades are specified in the TMT requirements docu-
ments. During 2005–6, five different instrument and AO feasibility studies developed concepts for
these systems. These concepts included two AO systems embedded within science instruments:

– IRMOS, A multi-object AO (MOAO) system for IR multi-object spectroscopy, with2̃0 integral
field units with 50 mas resolution deployable on a 5 arc minutefield. Open-loop wavefront sensing
and correction using order 60× 60 MEMS DMs are the enabling capabilities for this system.

– PFI, a high contrast imaging system for exoplanet studies initially providing 107 contrast, with
future upgrades to 108–109. This system depends on order 120× 120 MEMS, a coronagraph or
“nuller” for diffraction suppression, and a combination of first- and second-stage wavefront sensors
(eventually in the near IR) to eliminate quasistatic speckle.
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Fig. 7. NFIRAOS sky coverage, expressed as the probability of achieving≤ 191 nm RMS WFE with median
seeing

The studies also included two new AO facilities for TMT:

– A mid IR AO (MIRAO ) facility, providing single-conjugate, order 30× 30 wavefront correction
using 3 laser guidestars to support observations from 4.5 to25µm.

– An adaptive secondary mirror (AM2 ) providing correction of 500-1000 wavefront modes. This fa-
cility would enable ground layer AO (GLAO ) for wide-field multi-object spectroscopy, and elim-
inate the need for a separate AO relay for MIRAO.

Finally, a future upgrade of NFIRAOS to an order 120×120 AO system with a delivered wavefront
quality of 133 nm RMS3 is also planned. Fig. 8 illustrates some of possible AO architectures for
this upgrade, which include upgraded piezostack DMs withinNFIRAOS or MEMS DMs within a
new science instrument. Recent simulation results indicate that the former option would achieve a
wavefront error of 133 nm RMS on-axis, while a new MEMS-basedMOAO or MCAO instrument
would obtain this level of performance over at least a 30 arc second diameter field.
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Fig. 8.Possible architectures for upgrading NFIRAOS to provide a wavefrontquality of 133 nm RMS

3 Corresponding to a Strehl ratio of 0.5 at a wavelength of 1 micron.
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8 Summary

Since the first AO4ELT meeting 2009, we have had the opportunity to present TMT and our first light
AO architecture to the US Astro2010 Decadal Survey. Their report concludes [16]:

TMT . . . has completed a preliminary design for their first light AO system NFIRAOS, which
could be constructed today using existing technologies.

Since the time of the committee’s report, the first light AO architecture for TMT has benefited from two
further significant refinements: The new 4-OAP, distortion-free optical design form for NFIRAOS, and
the migration of the guide star laser systems to the telescope elevation structure. Additional progress
in AO component development has also continued, particulary in the areas of deformable mirrors,
visible and near IR wavefront sensing detectors, and guidestar laser systems. Increasingly high fidelity
modeling capabilities predict that performance requirements will be met in term of wavefront quality
and sky coverage. We are convinced that our design is the mostnatural approach to meeting the TMT
AO system requirements, and that it will be delivered on schedule for first light with low risk and
acceptable cost.
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